
*Estimate and preliminary appraisal data using the bespoke services of the Be London management team

These particulars are not considered to be a formal offer, they are for information purposes only and to provide an overview 
of the property. They are not taken as forming any part of a resulting contract, nor to be relied upon as statements or 
representations of fact. Whilst every care has been taken in their preparation, no liability can be accepted for their inaccuracy. 
All travel times and distances mentioned are approximate and for guidance only. All illustrative maps are not to scale and 
for guidance only rather than accurate representations of distance and exact locations. Intending purchasers must satisfy 
themselves as to the correctness of these particulars which are issued on the understanding that all negotiations are 
conducted through the developer or their agent. These particulars are believed to be correct at the time of issue and any areas, 
measurements or dimensions referred to are indicative only and have been taken from the architect’s current drawings which 
may be subject to change during the course of construction. In view of the developer’s continuing improvements policy the 
detailed specification and/or layouts may change. CGIs are artist’s impressions and indicative of finished product. Some items 
are optional extras and are not included.

Apartment 5, 18 Stukeley Street, WC2B 5LR

Guide Price: £1.36 million STC
• A turn key investment
• Estimated Gross Annual Revenue of £124,200*
• Brand new 999 year lease
• All furnishings and dressing available to an incoming buyer
• Energy Rating C | EPC available upon request

The Be London difference
Be London’s innovative business model has a legacy of increasing returns by managing 
each apartment through a blend of extended corporate stays, mid term residential 
stays and the occasional vacation rental. This unique revenue blend enables Be 
London to maximise the revenue of a property.

A partner and a consultancy
As landlords and developers, we understand property and owners’ requirements, 
consulting on the routes to market to achieve optimal revenue through our own 
experience.

Maintain control of your property
Control your assets as and when you need to, maintaining exclusive possession and 
rights on your property, eliminating the risk of non-paying tenants.

Extensive market research
Through our brand portfolio and solid partner relationships, we have extensive access 
to multiple markets including corporate, high-end student and leisure stays.


